31st Jan

The Passing
of Time
and All of
it’s Crimes

A day in the life of a Leeds United fan, by Jon Howe.
“A rush and a push and the land is ours”

The working week ends with stubborn rumours that Massimo Cellino has
agreed a deal to buy Leeds United from GFH Capital. The road appears
long, and dark, and familiar. Mike Farnan counters with a statement
that he is still fighting, albeit with an overpowering sense of futility,
not helped by the fact that GFH Capital are hidden behind a wall
pretending not to speak to him. Still, while all around us check the 14
clauses in Appendix 3 of the Football League’s Owners and Directors
Test, there remains hope. The groundswell of rage from the pulsing body
of Leeds United’s support might just push Farnan over the line, but then
GFH Capital have been seduced by a list of crimes, blinkered by a hasty
exit. Filthy lucre; the good never win.

5pm

As if producing a pre-prepared tick list of anticipated misdemeanours, the detractors start immediately voicing doubt
about Brian McDermott’s future. Anxiety is rife and cold
sweats make Friday’s tea unpalatable, as Cardiff put in a
£4million bid for Ross McCormack. Nightmares don’t come
more predictable or more vivid; this is what we were warned
of. Mother can’t protect us now; we are in the eye of the storm,
alone. On high seas we shelter, wrecked and wretched, exposed in
pain, awaiting our fate. No platitudes can save us.

6pm
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As the vultures circle a mirage appears. Ross McCormack
issues a statement outlining his desire to remain at Leeds
United. He adds that he is looking forward to continuing
playing for Brian McDermott. A nugget of faith, well
intended and well received. Some breathe out, others
quickly gulp more breath. Widespread love is bestowed
upon our captain, confusion is cast upon calls that administration is about to rap on our door, and Cellino stares coldly, a
blank canvass of intrigue and menace.

7pm

“Spineless swines, cemented minds”
As other football clubs sign players and prosper, Leeds
United implodes. Twitter rumbles, people murmur,
a sense of distant, impending fear sends birds
flapping furiously for shelter. A sharp wind
descends. Brian McDermott is sacked. Drinks are
put down, un-finished plates are cast aside with
cutlery strewn. Better halves raise an ear to remote
profanity and disbelief. It is happening; the great thaw.

8pm

“I’ve seen this happen in other people’s
lives and now it’s happening in mine”

Sky Sports twist the knife with medieval sadism. Salivating viewers
crawl up their sticky underbelly to listen and snigger. Live to millions
they immediately hawk Ross McCormack to every club in the
country; six bids are conveniently ‘received.’ The cancer has taken
hold and this is its fruit. Oblivion opens its needy arms and
beckons us in. We’ve laughed at others, our turn has come. But
players are a commodity that must be sold. Amid this circus,
they must be sold, for entertainment. Club sponsors Enterprise
Insurance and Flamingo Land withdraw their financial support
in response to the club sacking Brian McDermott. And there we
were thinking we would always have Flamingo Land, if nothing
else. Football roundly condemns Leeds United, every ex-player and
personality has an opinion. Leeds United are ill. But is this Leeds
United? What is Leeds United? The official site carries, still, a story
bearing McDermott’s beaming radiance.

9pm

“Fame, fame, fatal fame it can
play hideous tricks on the brain”

“If you think peace is a common goal
that goes to show how little you know”
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“Everybody’s got to live their life and
God knows I’ve got to live mine”

Water floods in as the cracks crack. Acting CEO, Paul Hunt, the
only football man at the football club, is sacked. People search
frantically for answers, but there are only questions. We need
a villain and everybody has a different one. Nothing makes
sense anymore as vision becomes blurred. What we thought
we knew, we now don’t. A public hanging is taking place and
the condemned are lining up. Twitter tells us that David Haigh has
resigned. Soon there will only be a name left, and us; always us. A 9/11
for a football club, defenceless and under attack, what was forever is no
more, fear saturates every word spoken or typed. Anger soon follows.

10pm
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“You know where you came from, you
know where you’re going and you know
where you belong”

A photo appears showing Massimo Cellino at Elland Road.
Pitchforks and burning torches descend on LS11. Mob rule,
that most primitive and crude of bargaining tools, is all we have
left. Rudimentary forces gather like the last mainstay of sanity.
Stanningley Cabs carry a thread of hope, bearing the sword as
those around us fall on theirs. Black comedy takes over for twenty
glorious minutes of helpless interlude. Benny Hill circles the gallows,
we laugh, briefly titillated.

11pm

12am

“Others conquered love but I ran, I sat
in my room and I drew up a plan”

In various hotels strewn across Leeds city centre, the protagonists of Leeds United’s
blackest, most rudderless and wantonly destructive day launch shoulder bags
onto the bed, lie back and breathe out a heavy sigh. Ashen-faced they retreat
like startled fawn to a welcoming bosom; a mini bar and a trouser press. A
synthetic life for a synthetic life. They hastily scribble down notes, anything
to add permanence to the scattered thoughts that have been cast around their
minds by the maelstrom of events. Outside, Leeds fans wander the streets lost
and disillusioned, raking over the wreckage. Across town, Brian McDermott tosses
his acoustic guitar at the mirror and slumps in a chair, there will be no ‘Knocking on
Heaven’s Door’ at Leeds United.

1am

“And do you think you made the
right decision this time?”

Drink might soothe the pain but will it take away the guilt?
Doubts rain overhead from leaden skies, drenching the unsuspecting, tormenting the conscience that must reside somewhere.
A trail of destruction brings reputation to bear, but in a hotel
room in sodden Leeds, reputation won’t keep him warm tonight.
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4am

In a dimly lit hotel lobby, Andrea Tabanelli shakes off the rain from outside. He has
returned from a long walk. Soul-searching while the calm night air was pierced
by the sudden grating of a stiletto on concrete, followed by the shriek of laughter
as a gaggle of Jägerbombed women haul their friend off the floor. Eyes wide and
handsome, Tabanelli looks back through the glass at an empty, soulless, friendless Leeds; he sees the reflection of the night porter with eyes fixed on the back of
his head. Even the night porter doesn’t want him here - he was watching porn on his
iPad. Tabanelli turns to walk up the stairs, catching a glimpse of the vending machine
offering only Stella and Pot Noodles. He cries for his mama’s Ragu.

5am

“I want the one I can’t have,
and it’s driving me mad”

Leeds fans can’t sleep. On the hour, every hour; questions. The
darkness plays tricks and only the breathing of your loved
one reminds you that life must go on. Restless, irrational
thoughts and movements, delirious, abstract permutations and
prophesies; then sleep. Nowhere is safer than bed, dreams are an
antidote to reality. Then sleep.

6am

“Yes we may be hidden by rags but we
have something they’ll never have”

Leeds fans wake. The sun is creeping up, incongruously it is a nice day.
Loved ones stir and you whisper through your demons. Light brings
a new perspective. A problem shared is a problem halved and those
nearest and dearest are cherished with a renewed warmth. Twitter,
rather than a book of condolence, is a bastion of faith, a light still on.
Never more dangerous than when it is hurt, the Leeds support has licked
its wounds, and this is no time for sorrow.

7am
2am

“You might sleep but you will never dream”

3am

Cellino rolls over again, this time more violently. Sleep is the enemy, regret
fuels more regret. ‘Is Leeds United ready for me? Or am I ready for Leeds
United?’ Ego gives way to solitary honesty, admissions, therapy. Call it
what you want, but this did not go well; the King of Corn with riches laid
bare. The ghost of Brian Clough offers some advice: “Leeds United is bigger
than all of us, even me.” Cellino stares at the blank wall, only the kettle and
complimentary biscuits distract him from a vision of purest white. He leaps out
of bed and scratches the name ‘Chris Dawson’ off a scrap of paper on the desk.

“I wanna go home, I don’t want to stay,
give up life as a bad mistake”

“I know it’s over and it never really began”

As reality sets in and the baying crowds walk away to contemplate their future,
a quiet descends. We are told that in the final desperate hours of what was
billed as being a defining and strategic transfer window, Leeds “might have”
signed Italian Andrea Tabanelli and Brazilian Danilo Avelar from Cagliari
on loan. It is too much to compute, these are just words, docile, lumbering,
lazy words. In a window that started with meticulous consideration of
where we needed to strengthen and what potential rewards awaited if we did
it right, we end it simply not caring who or what has been added to our squad.
To compound it, a number of dead wood squad members lined up to leave,
remain at the club. Like a cat in a bag, waiting to drown.Anger soon follows.

“If they don’t believe me now,
will they ever believe me?”

Darkness brings with it the feast of betrayal. The honourable
man that was courted and dined, was brought to sword in
deplorable theatre. All that was reversed, all that was built
and all that was to come, the plan, now in tatters, wasted in
ruins. That is the legacy.

“The air hangs heavy like a dulling wine”
There is still no word officially from the club over last night’s traumatising devastation; the drunken, adulterous, toilet-mouthed
football club that ransacked our home, abused every party-goer
then pissed in the pot plants as it flicked V’s down the drive
way. There is nobody there, nobody running it, nobody taking
responsibility, everything has been spoiled. A red wine stain is
conspicuous on the carpet. This is a domestic dispute that breakfast
in bed won’t solve. Things were said that can’t be retracted.

8am
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“There’s too much caffeine in your bloodstream”

9am

Word filters through that David Haigh has not resigned from his position
as Managing Director of Leeds United. Nobody quite knows what camp
he is in. The GFH camp, the Cellino camp, the Brian McDermott camp,
the fans’ camp, his own camp? While abuse rains down, thoughts veer
between anger, pity and apathy. Overriding is the certain knowledge that
the dream has gone wrong, badly wrong.

“He said he’d cure your ills, but he
didn’t and he never will”

The resurrection of David Haigh brings with it the unfathomable
notion that he is trying to negotiate Brian McDermott’s
return. Confusion abounds, as we unravel the splits in the
GFH Capital make up and marvel at the furious backtracking. Sober thoughts bring sober decisions. Paul Hunt
is reinstated as CEO and we wonder whether the person
making these decisions also made the decisions last night.
It later transpires that Paul Hunt, upon arriving at the ground,
is then sent home, without his pack-up. He was doubtless given
a final, humiliating wedgy as he left.

10am

“Fifteen minutes with you, well
I wouldn’t say no”

Irate fans gather outside the East Stand reception area. Gone
is the witch hunt brutality of Friday night, today the protests
are vocal and forceful but peaceful. A message, clearly made.
Rumours persist that David Haigh is present in the ground
and Brian McDermott will be watching from a box, but just
as quickly we are told Brian has been advised not to come. Most
people, however, have a message only for Massimo Cellino.

“My life down I shall lie, should
restless spirits try, to play tricks
on your sacred mind”

Leeds United 0 Huddersfield Town 1. Relentless chants
for Brian McDermott provide a buoyant atmosphere but this can’t charge the players sufficiently.
Huddersfield take a deserved lead, as Leeds’ early
vigour fades. This is how life is for us now, and has
been for a while. The protest gets more subdued, we all
look inwardly at ourselves. Circumspection prevails. We
don’t know what to think or do. How do you make sense
of this? This isn’t football any more.

3pm

“I am the son and heir of nothing in particular”

Gianluca Festa is rumoured to be taking charge of the team for today’s
game against Huddersfield Town. His life is empty but for the precious
recognition he is afforded by Cellino in the few brief minutes in which
he plays with him like a toy. Festa, as alone as Tabenelli, takes tokenism
to new levels by purchasing a Leeds United bar scarf from the club shop.
Desperate for self-validation, the scarf gives him comfort, but he wears it
like a noose. While we see the colours, we can see right through it.

11am

Running out of adjectives, Messrs Hay and Pope, through sterling
efforts and honour in adversity, create new levels of despair
and incredulity with every passing hour. Questions are built
upon questions, which are derived from hearsay. Occasionally simple facts can be reported but these just lead to
more questions. The outlook was quite clear at daybreak, but
suddenly it is a tangled web again. The official site breaks its silence
by reporting a deal has been agreed with Massimo Cellino, a fact
known eighteen hours ago. It doesn’t mention Brian McDermott.

12pm

“In the room downstairs he sat and stared”

Nigel Gibbs and Neil Redfearn are officially put in charge of first team
affairs for the day. This brings great comfort as Leeds fans cling
desperately to something we recognise, something that was there the
day before. Nigel Gibbs becomes a link to Brian McDermott, a link
to stability and sanity, like an ex-girlfriend’s dress, the scent of better
times. Amid the madness what must he be thinking? How do you make
sense of this? As if the team didn’t have problems enough, this was how you
prepare the team the day before a vital game.
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“My faith in love is still devout”
Ross McCormack equalises seconds before half
time and the following forty five minutes are like
an exorcism. While we dive over seats and lose our
voices in heady revelry a statement, almost
an afterthought, nonchalantly appears
on the official site proclaiming that Brian
McDermott remains the Leeds United
manager. If nothing made sense on Friday,
Saturday is becoming performance art; an expression of visual and audible experiences that you are
free to interpret however you like. It doesn’t have to
have meaning, or hidden meaning, it is what it is,
and you take it wherever your mind allows you to.

4pm

“Yes we may be hidden by rags but we
have something they’ll never have”

1pm

2pm

“As natural as rain, he dances
again and again and again”

Talk after the game is of nothing but Brian McDermott,
alive and well, and while we might have gaping wounds
and innards spilling onto the pavement, at least we are
walking again. Something feels right again. A first win
in eight games and all is forgotten. The dark side has
brought the light side back into sharp focus. What
happens from here is impossible to guess, but the triumph
of good over evil reminds us that people can do anything.
People can do anything. We did this. And while this is a
mere battle amid a raging war, we needed direction, even if
nowhere fast is the first stop.

5pm
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